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Future is an attitude
At Audi, we believe that progress is the only way
forward. Where some people might see just cars,
we see the future of mobility. And that’s why we
make cars with a vision of constant progression.
Progress that is beyond measure. At Audi, future is
an attitude.
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The Audi Q7
A sporty exterior, new infotainment and driver
assist technologies and plenty of space to do more
– that’s what the Audi Q7 encompasses. This seven
seater is a versatile, top-class SUV for the whole
family. It oﬀers one compelling driving experience,
thanks to quattro all-wheel drive and intelligent
air suspension solutions. It’s everything one could
want and a whole lot more.
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Performance

Driving towards
perfection
The Audi Q7 knows how to impress in more ways
than one; its athletic exterior is only complemented
by a dynamic driving experience. With a powerful
3.0 L, 48 V Mild Hybrid TFSI engine that has a
maximum speed of 250 kmph and a system output
of 340 hp, the Audi Q7 provides a dynamic driving
performance, while the quattro all-wheel drive
ensures sporty handling. What’s more, the car is as
comfortable to drive in the city as it is on a quiet trip
along the highway, oﬀ-roading, or anywhere in
between thanks to 7 diﬀerent drive modes on the
Audi Drive Select.

Image for representation purpose only.
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Performance

Power
250 kW/340 hp

Torque
500 Nm

Acceleration
5.9 sec (0 to 100 km/h)

Engine type
3.0 L TFSI 48 V Mild Hybrid

Image for representation purpose only.
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Performance features

Audi Drive Select with 7 drive modes

Adaptive Air Suspension

quattro All-Wheel Drive

Choose the most comfortable driving experience for

With Adaptive Air Suspension technology, riding along

A standard feature of the Audi Q7, the quattro

your Audi Q7 from 7 distinct drive modes with the Audi

any road becomes an easy task. This system provides

All-Wheel Drive with self-locking diﬀerential redirects

Drive Select. From a standard, automatic drive to a

electronically controlled air suspension with variable

power to each individual wheel as required. The

relaxed, comfortable drive, dynamic, eﬃcient or

damping on all 4-wheels, adjusting the ground

mechanical locking function is configured with

oﬀ-road, there’s no shortage of experiences to

clearance as the situation dictates.

outstanding driving dynamics and distributes the
drive torque to the front and rear axles instantly. The

choose from.

result- outstanding traction, directional stability and a
ride unlike any other.

Image for representation purpose only.
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Exterior

More space,
more poise
The Audi Q7 is a car that truly dominates, and not
just because of its imposing build but because of
its design, which is in a league of its own. The
octagonal outline with vertical chrome slats makes
the Singleframe grille stand out in the front and is
the first thing to catch your eye. Redesigned side
sill

trims

underscore

the

vehicle’s

ground

clearance and suggest that the SUV can also be
driven oﬀ-road. It’s sloping, robust frame is only
topped oﬀ with an all new, redesigned bumper
with higher air inlets, for a three-dimensional look.

Image for representation purpose only.
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Exterior features

LED headlamps

LED rear combination lamps

Precise, high-resolution and perceptive. The LED headlamps are the right

Another must have for your car, the LED rear combination lamps are known for

choice to illuminate the road ahead. They light up your path precisely and also

their fast activation, improving visibility for those in the rear.

add to the design language of the car.
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R-19 5-arm Star style alloy wheels*

Panoramic glass sunroof

High Gloss styling package

Catch eyes wherever you drive with the 48.26 cm

The electronically operated two-part panoramic glass

The High Gloss styling package with full paint finish is

(R-19) 5-arm Star style alloy wheels doing the talking

sunroof gives you and your co-passengers the perfect

the perfect way to combine your personal aesthetic

for you.

glimpse of the beautiful sky above, making every

with the Audi Q7.

drive memorable.

*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Image for representation purpose only.
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Interior

Room for more
The interiors of the Audi Q7 exudes luxury,
comfort and elegance. All 3 rows of seats have been
decked with cricket leather, accentuating the
exclusive appeal of the interiors. The warm hues of
the contour ambient lighting highlights all the best
features of the car, while the 4-zone air conditioner
keeps things cool. The Air Ionizer and Aromatization
work their magic to make the Audi Q7 a car you
wouldn’t want to step out of.

Image for representation purpose only.
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Interior features

Air Ionizer and

Cricket leather upholstery

8 Airbags

Electrically folding

Aromatization*

The cricket leather upholstery inside

The Audi Q7 goes all out in everything

third row seats

With the Air Ionizer and Aromatization,

the

and

that it does and that includes keeping

Make the spacious Audi Q7 even more

the air inside your Audi Q7 is sure to

exclusivity, making all seats premium

you and your loved ones safe. 8 airbags

spacious in the rear, thanks to the

smell fresher than a meadow. While the

and comfortable.

have been placed in the front and sides

electrically folding third row seats for

ionizer improves the air quality inside

of the car to keep all passengers safe,

added space.

the car, the fragrance provides for a

no matter what.

Audi

Q7

exudes

luxury

subtle, pleasant smell by adding slight
amounts of an olfactory agent to the air
flow from the air conditioning system.

*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Image for representation purpose only.
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4-Zone Air Conditioner

Contour ambient lighting

Front power seats with driver side

The 4-Zone Air Conditioning enables each occupant to

Choose the right shade to light up the interiors of your

memory function

regulate the climate control independently. The

Audi Q7 with the contour ambient lighting system.

The electrically adjustable power seats in the front are

required temperature and air distribution can be

Select from upto 30 colour options that highlight the

well-suited to aid the needs of the driver and are

controlled separately for each seat. The system is

best parts of the spacious interiors.

completely flexible, with a wide range of customization

operated on the intuitive display with touch response

options available. What’s more, the driver’s seat comes

or via the rear air-conditioning controls with touch

with a memory function- 2 presets for the electrically

operation.

adjustable front seats and exterior mirrors, which can
be stored and activated via the memory button in the
door trim.

Image for representation purpose only.
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Technology
and Infotainment

Innovative, intuitive,
connective
The Audi Q7 oﬀers some of the best-in-class
technological innovations. The interiors of the car
are as intuitive and versatile as they are comfortable.
Standard Audi features such as the Audi Virtual
Cockpit and the Audi Smartphone Interface grant
controls of the car right at your fingertips while
features such as the comfort key, cruise control and
Park Assist Plus* make life a whole lot easier.

Image for representation purpose only.
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Infotainment features

Audi Smartphone Interface

Audi Virtual Cockpit

The Audi Smartphone Interface grants you control of your smartphone inside

Innovative, adaptive and intuitive: The Audi Virtual Cockpit is an advanced,

your Audi Q7. This enables you to use selected apps from your mobile device

fully digital instrument cluster that flexibly displays relevant information on

directly on the vehicle's MMI touch response display. The integrated user

demand. The 31.24 cm display oﬀers full HD quality. The display can be

interface provides a familiar graphic display and menu structure.

tailored to the driver’s requirements to show speed, maps, radio, media
information and plenty more.

Image for representation purpose only.
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B&O premium sound system*

Dual screen MMI navigation plus with

2 USB ports with charging function in rear*

The Bang & Olufsen premium sound system with

MMI touch response

Charge your smartphone or other devices on-the-go,

3D sound is a must have audio equipment for your

Navigate, communicate, obtain information or just

using either of the 2 USB ports with charging function in

Audi Q7. With 19 speakers and a remarkable 730 W

enjoy the wide range of infotainment options using the

the rear.

output, coupled with 3D sound technology, your

dual screen MMI navigation plus with MMI touch

luxuriously spacious Audi Q7 is sure to feel no less

response. This intuitive touch-based system provides

than a concert hall.

haptic feedback and a host of functions, ranging from
navigation on a 3D Map to other control functions. It
can be operated via the touch display, voice control with
natural language interaction and enhanced character
recognition for an equally sensational experience.

*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Image for representation purpose only.
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Technology features

Adaptive windscreen wipers with integrated washer nozzles*

Comfort key with Sensor based boot-lid control*

These electronically functioning adaptive windscreen wipers with integrated

Unlock all doors of your vehicle remotely, including the luggage compartment lid

washer nozzles spray the cleaning fluid directly and improve visibility.

with the comfort key, all you need to do is carry it with you. As an added feature,
a simple foot gesture in the back, opens and closes the luggage compartment lid
for you.

*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Image for representation purpose only.
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Cruise Control system with speed limiter

Park assist plus with 360 degree camera*

Lane departure warning

The cruise control system helps you keep your driving

Take the hassle out of parking your car, by choosing the

This feature helps the driver stay in their chosen lane

style steady and stay within the speed limit thanks

park assist plus with 360 degree camera. Ultra modern

by warning them with steering pulses whenever the

to an adjustable speed limiter, while also using the

systems available for parking and maneuvering, which

lane marking is inadvertently crossed.

information stored in the navigation data in conjunction

shows immediate surroundings on the MMI display and

with the optional MMI navigation plus.

provide diﬀerent perspectives. The park assist system
maneuvers the SUV in and out of cross and in-line
parking spaces.

*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Image for representation purpose only.
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Exterior

Exterior
color options

Carrara White
Solid

Mythos Black
Metallic

Navarra Blue
Metallic

Floret Silver
Metallic

Samurai Gray
Metallic

Pick the ideal shade for your Audi Q7 from these
exciting colors.

Image for representation purpose only.
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Interior

Interior
color options
Select the best shade for the interiors according
Saiga Beige

to your sensibilities.

Okapi Brown

Image for representation purpose only.
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Technical details
Displacement (cc)
1703

2995

Max. power output in hp (kW) @ RPM

1219

340 (250) @ 5,200 - 6,400

Max. torque in Nm @ RPM
500 @ 1,370 – 4,500

Drive type

1680

16 86

quattro All-Wheel Drive

1970

2212

Acceleration 0-100 km/h in sec

250 kmph

917

1071

Top speed

1016

5.9 sec

Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
5,064 x 1,970 x 1,703
788

Wheelbase (mm)
2,999

Fuel economy (km/l)
11.21*

976

2999

1088

5064
*Certified by Test Agency under Rule 115 of CMVR 1989. Image for representation purpose only.
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The visuals are for illustration purposes only. The model, colours and equipment versions illustrated and described in
this brochure as well as some of the services listed may not be currently oﬀered in India. The model and colours of
the car illustrated are subject to change without any prior notice and equipped with optional features for which an extra
charge is made. Deviations from the colours and shapes shown in the illustrations may occur. No liability is accepted
for errors and printing errors. Images are clicked in countries that follow left hand drive. The right to introduce
modiﬁcations is reserved. Not to be reproduced, including in part, without the written approval of AUDI AG.
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